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Motivation

Automotive safety is a core area in the design process of new cars.

hardware crash tests are expensive, simulation based design process
⇒ many simulation runs are needed on HPC
nonlinear finite element equations

Me · q̈e + ke(qe, t) = he (1)

with mass matrix Me ∈ RN×N, elastic stiffness vector ke(qe, t) ∈ RN

and applied forces he ∈ RN solved with explicit time solver (LS-DYNA)

Figure 1: Frontal crash of a 2001 Ford Taurus.
Figure 2: Essential parts of the FE kart model.

tremendous simulation times and energy consumption due to highly
detailed Finite Element models. Apply model order reduction for
speedup
for separation and understanding effects, a racing kart crashing
against a pole as a surrogate model for research
crash simulations possess three basic sources of nonlinearities in me-
chanics:

large deformation
nonlinear material behavior

multiple contact scenarios
internal forces ke = ke(qe, q̇e, t , . . .) are nonlinear

Reduction Approach Substructuring:

Separation of the model in parts with linear and parts with nonlinear be-
haviour [1]. Apply model reduction only to linear part with ke = K e · qe

(K e is stiffness matrix). Linearization K e ≈ K tang
e = ∂ke/∂qe around suitable

working point using implicit solver option.

Offline Step

Identification of areas with small deformation (likely to behave linear): sev-
eral offline simulations with varying initial velocity and position of the pole,
see Figure 3.

similar to passenger cars in frontal crashes, the plastic deformation in
the rear of the kart is rather small
separation of the model introducing 5× 15× 6 = 420 interface dofs

Figure 3: Nine offline simulations.

Figure 4: Separation in two parts and interface
nodes at the rims.

Interface Reduction
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– 420 interface modes
⇒ brute-force method

interface approximation with Ω:[
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– extract the most important de-
formation patterns at the inter-
face, [4]

calculate constraint modes

interface reduction

partition subsystem

calculate new input matrix
for internal dynamics

reduce internal dynamics with
modern MOR scheme [3]

combine ansatz functions
for projection matrix

Ω
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Figure 5: Overall reduction scheme: After partitioning of the system, the interface is reduced.
CMS-based reduction methods are prefered. Therefore, the constraint modes and the modes of the
internal dynamics are calculated with advanced MOR.

Optimal Reduction of Linear Substructures

goal: find suitable methods for subsequent nonlinear simulation by
linearized analysis
reduce both front and rear part⇒ separate basis reduction
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best interface reduction after analysis: global approach in combination
with balanced truncation

Nonlinear Simulation with Reduced Rear Part

Craig-Bampton: many interface nodes⇒ high eigenfrequency, there-
fore small maximum time step and high calculation time (over 11 days
vs. 1 hour for unreduced model)
good match until 30 ms, phase shift after 30 ms, see Figure 6, 7
faster element processing (970 s vs. 2210 s) amortized by additional
time to calculate reduced body (1260 s)
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Figure 6: Acceleration of the driver calculated
with different reduction approaches.

Figure 7: Plastic strain of the deformed, re-
duced model (CMS-Gram with modal interface
reduction) and original model (gray) for compar-
ison.

Lessons Learned
challenge: coupling between re-
duced and original model
interface reduction is important
orthogonalization with respect
to rigid body modes

Future Steps
reduced simulation should be
much faster by our experience
apply method to full-scaled car
nonlinear MOR for crash
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